Matica Fintec: signed an important supply contract with one of the
largest System Integrators worldwide
Milano, 04 May 2022
Matica Fintec S.p.A. (or “Matica”), an Innovative SME listed on the Euronext Growth Milan
market, organized and managed by Borsa Italiana S.p.A., active in the design, production and
marketing for Digital ID and payment solutions, announces the closing of an important supply
contract with one of the largest System Integrators worldwide, for a value of
approximately €700.000.
The order consists of two S7000Jet systems with DoD technology, used for issuance in the
banking sector. The systems will be delivered, installed and made operational for production by
the end of June 2022.
This is a new order of the recently launched system with innovative printing technology, which
is enjoying great success in the market. The order follows the recent announcement of a contract
with Thomas Greg, to supply two S700Jet systems with DoD technology (see press release dated
22 February 2022).
The client is a multinational company, with annual revenue of over € 2 billion, with a worldwide
presence, active mainly in the Digital ID and Payment markets. For the client, the benefits linked
to the adoption of the two systems with new DoD technology are multiple: this technology grants
in fact significantly higher production speeds if compared to standard systems, offers a wide
rage of customization options for financial institutions, provides lower costs of consumables and
lastly has few limitations regarding writing on different types of card materials.
This press release is available on the website www.maticafintec.com in the Investor Relations Financial press releases section and on www.1info.it.
Matica Fintec
With operational headquarters in Galliate (NO) and registered office in Milan, Matica Fintec is an innovative SME active
in the design, production and marketing of highly technological solutions for the issuance of digital cards for financial
institutions (credit cards, debit cards and rechargeable) and Government (identity cards, passports, driving licenses,
etc.) according to the highest safety standards. The commitment and efforts made on the research and development
front, with investments in R&D exceeding 10% of annual turnover, have allowed the Company to certify 9 patents and
obtain the qualification of Innovative SME.
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